CASE STUDY: TECHNOLOGY & PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

PNR choose McCulloch Panel Lifters

The Challenge

PNR Railworks, Canada’s largest and most
experienced full service railroad contractor,
approached Unipart Rail as they were looking to
improve productivity whilst working on the high
profile Metrolinx Toronto CANPA Trackworks.
This project had a number of fairly unique
challenges. The first was in relation to site
location as the lay down yard for construction
of the new panels was 2km away from the
installation location. Access from public
roadways and other trackside property was
also very limited.
The second was the very high work output that
was required during short windows. Only 4
major outages would be allowed to complete the
works, which required a solution to remove 640
metres of track, fully excavate track beds, install
over 300 metres of pre-built track panels and
install up to 4 Number 20 Turnouts in less than
35hrs on a live train corridor.

The Solution

Unipart Rail have formed an alliance with McCulloch
International, leaders in bespoke track replacement and
renewal solutions, enabling worldwide rail track maintenance
and construction projects to be completed in less time with
reduced operational costs by the use of innovative rail handling
and movement equipment.
During this project, the 4 outages would close Metrolinx
busiest network corridor. As a result of this, PNR required a
quick and safe solution for removing and replacing panels that
would maximise output during the weekend closures.
PNR recognised that they required a new approach to
complete the project in a more efficient way. They chose to
deploy the Panel Lifter System as it would enable them to
accelerate the removals and installation of the track panels.
Designed by McCulloch and successfully used across the UK
Rail network for over 9 years, the Panel Lifter system has
revolutionised the method of replacing rail panels.
These innovative machines allow replacement of rails to be
completed in a safe and swift manner with greater efficiency
in comparison to all other methods.

S E RVI N G TH E WO R LD ’ S R A I LWAYS

The Result

The purpose of this project is to improve track speeds,
add switching capability, reduce maintenance, and resignalize one of Metrolinx busiest and oldest plants.
Through the introduction of the McCulloch Panel Lifter
System, PNR have seen huge benefits in terms of their
productivity and their output has rapidly increased;
enabling them to successfully deliver the project for
Metrolinx.
Upon deployment of the system, they removed 500ft
of track in less than 30 minutes, something that they had
not been able to accomplish with traditional equipment
and methods.

Customer Feedback
“So far we have used the machines on 3 different
major track outages and we found them extremely
useful. The time it takes to complete a track demo
has been reduced by 50% when compared to our old
method.”
“The Panel Lifters have given us flexibility for use on
this project as well as in some other challenging areas
on the Metrolinx network. Our people have adapted
easily and like to use them and they certainly seperate
us from the competition.”

Arjun Langford
Project Director, PNR
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“There is over 200km of corridor and over 1000km of
mainline track that will be required to be upgraded and
replaced long term. The only way this can be achieved
and output maximised is by using innovative methods
and we are excited to continue to use the McCulloch
equipment in the future.”

